mechanisms. Moreover, all three studies used acoustic contrasts between sound movement and two control stimuli that relied on the manipulation of binaural cues to conditions: externalized stationary stimuli (in the midproduce the perception of movement of a sound object line or to the side of the head) and midline sounds between the ears, rather than acoustic stimuli that would within the head with similar spectro-temporal strucbe produced by actual sounds in space.
Introduction from providing a parallel independent test of the hypothesis regarding PT, the increased spatial resolution of Sound movement is an important aspect of our percepfMRI allows a search for functional subdivisions within tion of the environment and is the only sensory cue this large anatomical area. A secondary aim of Experiavailable for the perception of movement of objects in ments 1 and 2 was to compare first-order sound motion, the large region of space behind the head. Previous where the acoustic object moves with a fixed angular functional imaging studies (Table 1) Second-order motion processing was assessed by from the intrinsic spectro-temporal structure of the the contrast between sound movement with changing sound. We examined the mechanisms for these proangular velocity and constant angular velocity (with the cesses by comparing the brain activity during movement same mean angular velocity in both cases). Neither the of a sound object in space with activity due to control PET nor the fMRI group analyses demonstrated a signifistimuli that were either (1) externalized to one location cant difference in activation. in space but stationary or (2) similar in spectro-temporal structure, but not externalized.
Experiment 3 Results
In this fMRI experiment, the same fixed-velocity rotating stimulus as in Experiments 1 and 2 was used with two Experiments 1 and 2 types of control stimulus. Stationary external control PET and fMRI experiments were carried out in two censounds were generated where the stimuli were either in ters using a similar paradigm. Subjects listened to virtual the midline as in Experiments 1 and 2 (midline stimuli, stimuli simulating a single acoustic object in the aziazimuth ϭ 0Њ or 180Њ) or located to the right or to the muthal plane. left (side stimuli, azimuth ϭ 90Њ or 270Њ). A spectroThe stimulus was amplitude-modulated broadband temporal control sound was also generated by taking noise convolved with a generic head-related transfer the mean of the waveforms at each ear after convolution function (HRTF). The use of the HRTF generates a strong with the HRTF in the rotation condition and presenting percept of a virtual sound object located in external this stimulus diotically. This stimulus has a similar specspace (Wightman and Kistler, 1989). The sound object tro-temporal structure to the rotating stimulus but proeither remained stationary in front of the head or rotated duces a midline percept within the head without any around the head with fixed or changing angular velocity.
externalization. The mean waveform, rather than the Subjects reliably distinguished the stationary from the waveform at either ear alone, was used to avoid monaumoving conditions and the moving conditions with fixed ral cues for movement perception (Zakarauskas and angular velocity from those with changing angular veCynader, 1991). The spectro-temporal control stimulus locity.
was perceived by all subjects as a sound with varying Contrasts between activation in the moving and staintensity over time that did not localize to a point in tionary conditions and between the first-and secondexternal space. It was easily distinguishable from the order motion conditions were performed using a threshmoving and fixed external sounds. old of p Ͻ 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons Activation in response to rotating sound was conacross the whole-brain volume. Comparison between trasted with the external midline, external side, and the moving and stationary (all-motion minus stationary) spectro-temporal control stimuli. In addition, activation conditions showed no activation of primary auditory corin response to the spectro-temporal control stimulus tex in medial HG in either the PET or fMRI group studies was contrasted with the external side stimulus. All con- (Table 2 Taken together, the two studies would be consistent with a computational role for PT in the disambiguation of spectro-temporal sound properties due to movement Finally, we were interested to determine whether the first-order sound-movement property of fixed angular processing. Using an uncorrected threshold (p Ͻ 0.001), we observed a consistent posterior parietal activation velocity and the second-order property of changing angular velocity might have distinct neuroanatomical subanterior to human V5/MT in the all-motion minus stationary sound contrast. However, this activation could not strates, in view of the fact that variable angular velocity relative to a source will be produced by head movements be demonstrated using the more stringent corrected threshold, and its biological significance remains unduring the exploration of auditory space. The current data do not support this hypothesis. Rather, they show clear. By analogy with the MT/MST complex in the visual system, it is conceivable that additional cortical areas that both first-and second-order sound-movement properties are processed in the posterior temporo-paribeyond the temporo-parietal pathway are involved in the perceptual processing of auditory motion.
etal pathway. The current study was designed to address only the simplest scenario of a distinct neuroanaActivation of frontal and superior parietal areas was inconsistently observed in the present experiments and tomical substrate; the finding of a shared anatomical framework raises the interesting possibility that the rein previous studies (Table 1) 
